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Adding value to your legal practice >>

Newfields is a team of highly
experienced immigration lawyers,
whose expertise allows us to cut
through the complexities of UK
immigration – offering practical,
tailor-made and cost-sensible
solutions for businesses, public
sector organisations and law firms. 

Our first-class knowledge,
experience and resources
make us an ideal partner
to collaborate with law
firms on business
immigration matters,
offering an 'outsourced,
in-house immigration
concierge service'.

We’re more than a law firm – we
help drive growth and diversity in
the organisations we work with.
We have significant experience in
adding value to legal practices and
HR consultancies across England
and Wales to deliver
comprehensive, fixed fee
immigration and staff mobility
solutions for their clients as part of
a flexible referral or a white label
arrangement.

Our team of highly experienced
immigration lawyers, whose
expertise allows us to cut through
the complexities of UK
immigration, offer practical, tailor-
made and cost-sensible solutions
for businesses, law firms and
public sector organisations. We're
also proud to offer dynamic
assistance to individual business
owners, representatives and start-
ups, ranging from micro-
organisations to businesses with
global operations. 

We're experienced in providing
other legal teams with a specialist
business immigration outlook,
additional resources and / or a
dedicated, concierge style service
as a bespoke bolt-on to your
existing offering.
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A unique business
immigration service >>

Newfields is a dedicated commercial
immigration law firm based in Wales
but working with clients across the
UK. Our team of experts include
former Home Office senior advisors
and solicitors with both in-house and
commercial firm experience. We’re
designed to support organisations,
including law firms and in-house
legal teams, with our bolt-on
concierge-style service to help drive
recruitment and innovation in client
organisations, and, in turn, the wider
economy. We also offer specialist
advice for high net worth clients.

Our experts understand the
immigration demands of industry -
including the specialist needs of
health (and care homes), sport,
education and franchised businesses
- across the UK, offering a fast
response to ensure your clients know
where they stand from day one, with
the benefit of timely, cost-sensitive
advice.

We pride ourselves in our client care,
our expertise and our results. We
focus solely on business immigration
so there’s no conflict with your
offering. You can be sure of a truly
expert, proven and highly resourced
service, delivered on time and on
budget. Because of our single focus,
we’re often in a position to refer work
back to other law firms.

Collaborating with
Newfields >> 

By working in partnership with legal
teams that have little or no
immigration expertise, we can help
you achieve the highest quality
commercial outcome that meets the
requirements of the ultimate client.
We're also highly skilled to advise and
take action on around any last-
minute personnel changes or
immigration needs. We can quickly
spot the immediate need and longer-
term considerations, and the
remedies to help progress through
immigration and compliance
complexities. 
Our immigration ‘concierge-style’
approach means we offer a
personalised, flexible and added-
value service, supporting your client
directly or advising your legal team. 
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Why Newfields? >>

Law firms and in-house legal teams can be reassured that the interests of
their clients are met by a commercially-oriented practice of experienced
advisors who navigate the complexity of UK immigration daily. Our
approach takes a broader perspective that considers strategic long-term
considerations, compliance and the practicalities of mobilising staff through
a visa process. 

Through working in partnership, we align our approach within the context
of your advice, ensuring immigration, employment, commercial and
corporate considerations dovetail. 

Our costs will always be fixed. We do not operate ‘on the clock’ giving all
parties certainty from the outset 

Our focus is on commercial immigration expertise for businesses and high
net worth individuals  - so we aim to complement, rather than pose a threat
to your legal offering. 

Added Value >>

We add strength to procurement offering 

We offer free training to your organisation and clients if required, and are
highly experienced panelists and speakers for industry events.

We regularly refer our clients for complementary legal services

We’ll share our latest immigration insights and knowledge with your
professionals

Our team’s specialist immigration knowledge is drawn from our diverse
experience, combining private legal practice, in-house work and former
Home Office (case assessments and policy) positions.
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How we’ll support
your business >>

We understand the complexities
of sponsor licence applications
and immigration compliance. Our
team of experts will guide your
client or legal team through the
whole process, ensuring your
client’s licence is tailored to their
structure and short- to long-term
recruitment strategy. Your client
will be made aware of their
ongoing duties to the Home
Office to minimise risk. 

Review and advise in relation
to the worker’s ‘final version’
supporting documents 

Submit the application on the
worker’s behalf supported with
legal representations

Book the worker a visa centre
appointment

Upload all supporting
documents to the Home Office
on the worker’s behalf

Respond to any queries raised
by the Home Office
throughout the matter, on the
worker’s behalf 

Provide a secure address to
which the Home Office can
send any correspondence
including any mail and the
Biometrics Residence Permit
on the approval of the
application 

Advise the worker of any
matters arising from the
decision of the application,
including the steps they can
take towards any future
application

Undertake any of the above
matters for the worker’s family

Access the Sponsor licence
portal and manage the
allocation and assigning of
Certificates of Sponsorship

Draft visa applications

Prepare any supporting
document templates tailored
to the application

Assist with meeting any
English language,TB testing
and other criminality
requirements

We’ll also assist any subsequent
worker visa application, to:
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Your outsourced,
'in-house'
counsel >>

As highly collaborative, quick-
thinkers with the resources and
skill to move fast, we can add a
new dimension to your
organisation by offering ‘counsel-
style’ services, that can be
plugged in to your recruitment
programme as little or as often as
you need it. 
Consider us as your personal
immigration concierge service,
with the benefits of a fixed fee
service – helping you to
budget ahead or at the last
minute - and the option to
white-label our services and
support.

Our immigration lawyers are
adept at flying in to help you
make the most of new
opportunities, to be on hand to
help you plan and action your
next move when it comes to
sourcing and retaining
international talent. 

We do this through our dedicated
immigration team, that has been
built with collaboration in mind.
ouse team. 

We quickly get to know your
business, people and goals,
understand your budgets, be on
hand to review, support your
lawyers with the smallest of
questions to the most complex of
immigration matters – as if we
were a part of your in-house
team.

We’re always keen to give you the
knowledge and tools to spot
problems before they arise and to
ensure you use our support in the
most efficient way.

Our team of experts deliver free
legal training on immigration
matters for your whole
organisation, and as we work
alongside you, we hope that we
can make the immigration
process less of a challenge for
your organisation.
 



Excellence in immigration >>

Glyn Lloyd, Founder and Partner
at Newfields, is recognised in the
Legal 500 2021 directory as a
‘Next Generation’ partner, based
on our ‘new wave’ approach to
running a law firm and
collaborating with others, our use
of technology and our
collaborative approach. 

Our firm is ranked highly as
a leading business
immigration firm – one of
three ranked business
immigration law firms in
Wales and the only
dedicated, specialist practice
in this field. 

We continue to grow our
presence in Bristol, having
attracted lawyers to join us from
the South West England. This has
been supported by our recent
award win and an additional
shortlisting in the regional
Business Leader awards. 
 Newfields won 'Business of the
Year 1-10 employees' (which we
were at the time of applying) in
the Business Leader Awards
2022, and our Founder Glyn Lloyd
was shortlisted for Entrepreneur
of the Year 2022.

Our peers in the legal sector have
also recognised our work, our
culture and our ambitions.
Newfields has competed against
established, specialist legal brands
to win Niche Law Firm of the Year
at the prestigious, peer reviewed
Wales Legal Awards, in both 2020
and 2022.

In October 2021, we were a finalist
and ultimately, 'Highly
Recommended' in The Law
Society Excellence Awards 2021
(we were also shortlisted for a Law
Society Excellence award in 2018).

This profile, matched with our
specialist knowledge and cost-
effective fees, have offered us a
powerful springboard to work
with well-known brands across
the UK. 
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We’re proud of these
accolades but nothing
makes us prouder than the
tenacity, achievements and
successful relationships that
empower our team, and
those of the organisations
that we work with. 



Our Fees >>
Supported by a reputable
experience in immigration law, we
pride ourselves on transparency
and excellent service. We will
always explain in writing the costs
associated with a Home Office
application. 

Our pricing is fixed regardless of
complexity. Unlike most other law
firms, we do not work on hourly
rates. This gives everybody the
certainty of costs and peace of
mind from the outset. (Please
contact us for details of the
immigration fees you might
expect to pay.

Our cost-free
services >>

Employers and workers can
and should contact us without
fear of receiving a bill unless we
have explicitly agreed
otherwise in advance. 

We believe this approach secures
a better working relationship to
enable you to raise issues or
queries before the matter
escalates. You will not be invoiced
for our time in addressing any
queries you have. 
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We understand that organisations face a number of setbacks and
surprises as they grow. Newfields is here to ensure that immigration isn’t
one of those challenges for employers, and their legal advisors, today or
tomorrow. Contact us today for a confidential chat about how we can
collaborate and support your legal team. 

Newfields has been independently ranked as a Top Tier 1  immigration law  
firm in Wales, with Lee Campbell, Stacey Vaughan-Jones, Samuel Bass
and Sian Pearce credited for their knowledge and “extremely efficient,
reliable, succinct and action oriented advice”.  The firm has been further
recognised as Rising Stars and Next Generation Partners in the current
guide. 

‘Newfields offer us a truly fantastic and personal service'... ‘The extremely
knowledgeable and friendly team provides very efficient and reliable
advice'... ‘Very responsive and service-oriented. Has great depth of
experience and knowledge. They keep advice succinct and action
oriented'...Glyn Lloyd is an expert in the field and commercially minded to
suit clients.
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Tier 1 Firm

Our vision for you >>

Legal 500 2022 >>

https://www.linkedin.com/company/newfields-law-ltd/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAADQKdGcBD7UDJk6AKmL1Qz3Ihx8vAUbXcCE
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAACYpSoQBATuKAQisEcroNQIizRYHEEi1QUM
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAB3su40Bh-idR9wiRh9AoG1hMJ1WGiUBd2Y
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ACoAAATXPG4Bnx-ocIVkpbKOh_zRVWsBxF76XUQ


Sport and Business Immigration Specialists 

Fifth Floor
James William House
9 Museum Place
Cardiff CF10 3BD

newfieldslaw.com >>

+44 (0)292 169 0049
info@newfieldslaw.com

mailto:info@newfieldslaw.com

